
Our growing company is hiring for a collateral analyst. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for collateral analyst

Reviews collection received in the Cash Collateral Account and ensures
accurate application on the collateral monitoring system
Reviews and processes interest and fee invoice
Develops and maintains solid working relationship with clients and R/Ms and
provides exceptional customer service
Understand the compliance and TD SLA obligations with regards to all
customer communication (all channels), set up checks and balances to track
compliance, and ensure that SLA’s are met
Provide support in rapid mitigation of incidents related to incorrect or
insufficient collateral including issues resulting in missed regulatory SLA’s
Support the “Collateral Implementation Analyst” in the the ongoing
monitoring of regulatory and internal agreement SLA’s for statements and
plastics across all channels including TD and FirstData and escalate any delays
or misses
Work closely with Vendor Mgt Office (VMO) to ensure that any new vendors
that are used for print production are properly vetted by VMO and assigned
the correct information security status level “Critical Vendor” with high level
of spend and potential exposure to personal information vs “Casual Vendor”
for low level of spend and no exposure to personal information
Procure materials, monitor quality, track fulfillment and reconcile invoices
Analysis on data inputs/outputs to collateral systems
Support defining User cases, test scenarios, review and validate test cases,
support the testing process providing input where required on requirements
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Addressing requests from Regulators
Driving appropriate calibration and applied counterparty risk models to
ensure that haircuts are more accurately quantified
Understanding of regulatory requirements means the business is forewarned
of changes in the regulation and can prepare accordingly
Developing new models to a tight timeframe with a potentially changing set
of regulatory requirements
Identifying risk and quantify these using models
Forming a good understanding of the risk exposure taken within the bank in
order to guide the development of new or enhanced risk methodologies


